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Abstract 

Colorectal cancer is the third most commonly diagnosed cancer in the world characterized by neoplasia in the colon, rectum, or vermiform 
appendix. Current treatment approaches include chemotherapy, radiotherapy and surgery however non-specific bio-distribution of anti-cancer 
drug, lack of effective and safe drug delivery career, drug resistance and relapse are major limiting factors of current therapy. Gene therapy is a 
technique for correcting defective genes responsible for disease development. The future of gene therapy depends on achieving successful 
delivery of wild type gene to replace a faulty gene. Recently, there has been an increasing interest in delivery of drugs and gene via the 
gastrointestinal tract. Gene therapy via this route has many advantages, including non-invasive access and the versatility to treat local diseases, 
such as inflammatory bowel disease, colorectal cancer, as well as systemic diseases, such as haemophilia. However, the intestine presents 
several distinct barriers and, therefore, the design of robust non-viral delivery systems is key to future success. The review covers obstacles in 
the path of successful gene therapy using oral route to treat colorectal cancer as well as strategies to overcome.  
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Introduction  

The future of nucleic acid-based therapeutics is dependent 
on achieving successful delivery. Recently, there has been an 
increasing interest in delivery via the gastrointestinal tract. 
Gene therapy via this route has many advantages, including 
non-invasive access and the versatility to treat local diseases, 
such as inflammatory bowel disease, colorectal cancer, as 
well as systemic diseases, such as haemophilia. However, the 
intestine presents several distinct barriers and, therefore, 
the design of robust non-viral delivery systems is key to 
future success1-4.  

Several characteristics of the GIT make it an attractive target 
for gene therapy applications. First, the gut is readily 
accessible either by oral, rectal or endoscopic methods, 
facilitating access to target tissues without the need for 
invasive surgery5,6. The oral route is of particular interest 
owing to high patient compliance and reduced healthcare 
cost.  The large surface area of the gut means that a large 
population of cells are available for uptake. Another 
advantage to gut gene delivery is the presence of stem cells 
in the crypts of Lieberkuhn7-9. These might be of particular 
interest in certain gene therapy applications as their 
successful transfection could, in some circumstances, 
facilitate long-term expression of therapeutic genes. Finally, 

the gut epithelium is highly vascularised, being located only a 
few microns from an extensive capillary network. The 
potential delivery of nucleic acid therapies themselves to 
distant disease sites (e.g. tumours) following transport 
across the intestinal epithelial barrier (by transcellular or 
paracellular routes) is also of interest figure 1.110-12. Local 
conditions that might be treatable by gene therapy include 
inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), familial adenomatous 
polyposis (FAP), intestinal cancers and the intestinal 
symptoms of cystic fibrosis. The use of orally delivered DNA 
vaccines is also an area of intense interest given the presence 
of the gut-associated lymphoid tissue (GALT) and the range 
of pathogens to which the gut is exposed. Of particular 
interest to DNA vaccine applications are the antigen-
sampling M-cells found in the follicle-associated epithelium 
(FAE) of lymphoid follicles and Peyer’s patches13-16 . 

Obstacles to intestinal gene delivery and cellular 
targets: 

Whereas the GIT presents several opportunities for gene 
therapy, several extracellular and cellular barriers exist that 
can limit therapeutic success. An ideal gene delivery vector 
(GDV) would need to survive in the extracellular milieu and 
efficiently transfect or traverse the mucosal epithelium, 
depending on therapeutic strategy17-19. 
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Extracellular barriers 

If a gene therapeutic is administered orally, then the first 
major obstacle it faces is the harsh acidic (pH 1.5–1.9) 
environment of the stomach. Additionally, pH values in the 
small and large intestine can be variable and, therefore, GDV 
stability over a wide pH range is necessary.  Indeed, nucleic 
acids are known to be denatured and depurinated over time 
in acidic gastric media, decreasing their effectiveness. In 
addition, the presence of the proteolytic gastric enzyme 
pepsin might impact GDV stability. The fluid flow and 
peristaltic activity of the GIT might also reduce the contact 
time between GDVs and the epithelial layer, thereby limiting 
the opportunities for uptake. Nuclease enzymes are present 
in the GIT lumen and might degrade nucleic acids before 
cellular entry.  Another barrier to GDV delivery is the 
glycocalyx ; a glycoprotein and polysaccharide layer (400–
500 nm thick) associated with the apical membrane of 
enterocytes. It acts as a size-selective diffusional barrier 
preventing access of certain viruses, bacteria and particles to 
the underlying plasma membrane20-22. 

Cellular barriers and targets 

Several obstacles to GDV uptake are presented by the 
epithelial barrier. Depending on the gene therapy 

application, transfection or knockdown of a gene in the 
epithelial cells themselves might be the goal, or else direct 
access to the underlying lamina propria might be desired. In 
relation to the latter, GDVs primarily cross the epithelium 
either between the cells (paracellular route) or through the 
cells (transcellular route) figure 1.123-25. The paracellular 
transport of GDVs is limited by the presence of tight 
junctions (TJs) between cells. Indeed, the paracellular pore 
size in the human intestine generally lies within the 0.5–3 
nm range, which is smaller than the size of most GDVs26-30.  
The transcellular route of transport is advantageous owing 
to the extensive surface area for uptake. In terms of the 
transcellular transport of GDVs, the main mechanism is 
transcytosis . This involves the endocytosis of the GDV at the 
apical membrane of the intestinal epithelial cells (IECs), its 
transport through the cell and across the basolateral 
membrane into the underlying lamina propria31-34. Several 
endocytic mechanisms exist by which GDVs can enter IECs. 
Intracellular barriers also exist and include the presence of 
nucleases, the possibility of GDV recycling back to the lumen 
and nuclear uptake in the case of pDNA strategies where IEC 
transfection is desired. Epithelial cells have a short lifetime 
of 5–7 days, being continuously shed and replaced. 
Therefore, repeated administrations of gene therapies might 
be necessary when these cells are targeted35-37. 

 

 

Figure 1: Uptake and/or transport of GDVs by the intestinal epithelium and induction of biological effect(s). 

 

GDVs can gain access to the lamina propria by (a) the 
paracellular route or via transcytosis through (b) 
enterocytes or (e) M-cells. Alternatively, dendritic cells 
potentially facilitate GDV transport across the epithelium 
(d). The GDVs can subsequently (1) gain access to the 
systemic circulation or (2) transfect lamina propria cells. (c) 
GDVs can also transfect epithelial cells and expressed 
therapeutic proteins might enter the lumen (3) or be 
secreted basolaterally (4) and enter the bloodstream or (5) 
be processed by lamina propria cells. In terms of DNA 
vaccines, APCs that have the expressed antigenic protein 
[either through (2) their direct transfection or (5) protein 
processing can migrate to the mesenteric lymph nodes 
(MLNs) (6) and induce T and B cell differentiation and/or 
activation (7). These immunocompetent cells can enter into 

the systemic circulation and mucosal tissues, generating 
systemic and mucosal immunity38-41. 

Conclusion  

CRC is one the major worldwide health problems owing to 
its high prevalence and mortality rates. It is reported that 
over 40000 of the adult United Kingdom population are 
diagnosed with CRC each year. In case of early diagnosis CRC 
is also one of the most curable types of cancer (cure rates > 
90%). However, increased understanding of the molecular 
mechanisms underlying carcinogenesis has spurred focus on 
the development and incorporation of molecular targeted 
agents in current therapeutic options for CRC. Further 
research to explain the molecular pathology of CRC may 
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improve treatment options and the long term survival of 
patients. 
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